openQA Tests - action #47336
coordination # 47195 (Resolved): [sle][migration][functional][u][epic] check orphaned_packages_check.pm for SLE installation tests
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Difficulty:
Description

Motivation
Please see parent ticket #47195 . This is a request from PrjM maritawerner: What about other product, do they use
orphaned_packages_check.pm, something
else, or nothing?
Related issues:
Copied from openQA Tests - action #47333: [sle][Migration][SLE15SP2] automati...

Resolved

2019-02-11

History
#1 - 2019-02-11 04:38 - okurz
- Copied from action #47333: [sle][Migration][SLE15SP2] automatic check in orphaned_packages_check.pm added
#2 - 2019-12-06 11:12 - maritawerner
I pinged the APAC 1 team to have a look at that tickets.
#3 - 2019-12-10 13:55 - maritawerner
It is not clear what this ticket is about, so I close it.
#4 - 2019-12-10 13:56 - maritawerner
- Status changed from New to Rejected
#5 - 2019-12-10 19:36 - okurz
- Status changed from Rejected to New
the ticket is about the use of the test module "orphaned_packages_check.pm" for other products, e.g. JeOS. It is a ticket specific to this topic. The
parent #47195 has the complete original email from Vincent M. which you, Marita, reported as a ticket. Maybe you missed the links to the related
tickets? Maybe I can help in other regards as well?
#6 - 2019-12-11 08:40 - maritawerner
Hi Oli, let's talk in person, that is easier.
#7 - 2019-12-12 08:11 - okurz
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- Assignee set to okurz
As discussed with maritawerner in person we think it's easier if I propose a solution that also includes multiple products as I estimate the effort the be
in hours or days but not more. I proposed an automatic check based on the existing openQA test module with a PR
https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/pull/9148 which we can now test for multiple products.
#8 - 2019-12-13 20:58 - okurz
- Status changed from In Progress to Feedback
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Waiting for review approval
#9 - 2020-01-01 11:43 - okurz
- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved
- Target version set to Done
was merged and basically fine. There were valid bugs reported by the issues found as well as improvements proposed for the test module already by
others.
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